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DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Savir Design A/S

DESCRIPTION

The Concept table series is designed to be functional and flexible in a Scandinavian and
stylish design. It is constructed of the best and lightest materials for durability and stability.
Concept flip table has a height of 72 cm and is mounted on 4 wheels, of which 2 pcs.
lockable. The table top is straight with ABS edge.
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DIMENSIONS
140x70 cm
160x70 cm
180x70 cm
140x80 cm
160x80 cm
180x80 cm
180x90 cm

ACCESSORIES
Linking device
Chrome footbase

TABLE TOP

22 mm plywood

STANDARD CPL LAMINATES

White 			
NCS S0502-G50Y
Black 			
NCS S8502-B
Anthracite 		
NCS S7502-G
Light Grey 		
NCS S2000-N
Petrol			NCS S6202-B30G
Latte 			
RAL 7006
Birch
Beech
Oak

STANDARD DECOR LAMINATES
Black 			
Anthracite 		
Light Grey 		
White 			
Birch
Beech

NCS S8500-N
NCS S7502-G
NCS S2000-N
NCS S0500-N

STANDARD LINOLEUM
Sand Grey/Pebble
Light Grey/Ash 		
Dark Grey/Pewter
Anthracite/Charcoal
Black

NCS S3502-Y
NCS S5502-G
NCS S2000-N
NCS S7502-G

FRAME

Ø35 mm pipe in steel
Black
Other colors upon request
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ENVIRONMENT

Savir Design is among the leading furniture manufacturers concerning environmental and
climate-oriented furniture production. The materials we use in production are carefully
selected, and our range of furniture produced from recycled materials is growing rapidly.
All steels in production are RoHS Directive No. 2011/65/EC and REACH Directive
No. 2002/95/EC, and aluminum frames are made of up to 100% recycled aluminum. We use
environmental chrome coatings complying with the standards for lacquer coating
(DS/EN ISO 1456) and thereby eliminating any risk of nickel allergy.
For all wooden shells and seat pieces in the chair production only FSC-certified wood is used,
which i.a. provides a guarantee that no more trees will be felled than the forest can
reproduce. The plastic materials used are produced in accordance with the limits of PAK
(polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) - a selection is produced wholely or partly from recycled
PP.
We also offer several sustainable types of fabric, which are made of up to 100% recycled
polyester that is produced from plastic granules from plastic bottles.
In addition, we guarantee a long life for each individual product. Once the used furniture has
served its function, it can be returned to Savir Design for recycling. In this way, we save on the
earth’s resources and ensure that our products remain part of the circular economy.

WARRANTY

Savir Design provides a 2-year warranty on Concept flip tables.
The warranty covers breakage of frames and damage caused by defects craftsmanship in
normal use. Wear or damage to wheels, surfaces and the like is not covered by this warranty.
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